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Matt's and Kouji's ticklish experience
Part 2: The whole story

Anime: Digimon season 1 X Digimon Frontier
Characters: Matt, Kouji, Gabumon
Contains: Tickling, licking, Not Yaoi
Background: Kouji and Matt are classmates. It’s Friday afternoon and Matt had invited
Kouji over to his house for a sleepover.
We can change that, can't we Gabumon?" Kouji asked. Gabumon nodded eagerly. «Let’s see
if your feet are as ticklish as your upper body." Kouji said, moving to the foot of the bed
Gabumon in tow.
Matt went wide-eyed "NO!!! No any any any anything but that!!! GABUMON! Please don't!"
"It's only fair." Kouji said, slowly pulling of Matt's green socks to reveal his soft soles and
cute, bubble-like toes.
Matt shivered "Hey, I didn't tickle you on the navel!"
Kouji shrugged. «Guess I owe you one." He kneeled down in front of his feet, looking them
over. Kouji started by dragging his index finger over Matt's right sole while Gabumon did the
same on his left foot.
Matt yelped and shrieked loudly, pulling on the ropes "NOOO!!!! N-N-Not THERE!!!"
Kouji and Gabumon both grinned and brought more fingers into play, running them up and
down his entire soles or moving them in circles.
Matt roared in laughter, trashing as much as the ropes would allow him
"STAAAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAPPPP
OH
PLEASE
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
NOT
MY
FEEEHEHEHEHEHEHEHEHEHEEEETTTT!!!!"
«Had enough already? Too bad, because I'm not gonna stop." Kouji teased. He had to yell to
be heard over Matt's laughter. He forced his fingers between Matt's toes and wiggled them
around while his other hand continued to scratch Matt's soles with its fingernails. Gabumon
did the same thing with Matt's other foot.
Matt shook his head wildly as he vainly tried to clench his toes, his laughter ringing in their
ears.
"HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
NOOOHOHOHOHOHOHOHOHOHO
AAAAAAAAAAAAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAAHAHAHA!!!"
Gabumon began to feel pity for his partner and slowed down his tickling before stopping
completely. Kouji didn't mind since that gave him another foot to play with. He grabbed the
toes of one foot and held them back, tickling all over Matt's sole and under his toes. He
occasionally switched feet, keeping Matt in constant hysterics.
Matt's bed vibrated wildly as its owner trashed desperately with tears coming out of his eyes
"HAHAHAHAHAHA KOOOUUUJIIIHIHIHIHIHIHI I CAHAHAHAHAHAHAN'T TAKE
IT HAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA"
«Now you see how it felt when you tickled my feet." Kouji replied coldly. Kouji was about to
tickle Matt's toes again when suddenly Gabumon grabbed his wrists. Using Kouji's own
bandana he tied his hands together above his head, by wrapping the bandana around Kouji's
crossed arms. "W-What are you doing?" Kouji asked in surprise.
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"Just teaching you a lesson for tickling my partner." The Digimon replied, pushing Kouji onto
the bed and tying his feet to the foot of the bed next to Matt's.
Kouji glared at Gabumon Hey Matt, you taught your Digimon to double-cross people too?"
Matt smirked, catching his breath "Good job Gabumon, now get him!!!"
*Kouji looked at Matt, then at Gabumon nervously "N-No way!"
Gabumon smirked and started tickling both Kouji's and Matt's feet at the same time,
scratching and prodding their soles with his claws. Both boys laughed loudly, wiggling and
squirming on the bed.
Matt shook with renewed laughter "HAHAHAHAHAHAHA GABUMOHOHOHONNNN!!!!
WHAT ARE YOU DOIHIHIHHIHIIIING?!?"
Kouji snapped his head back in laughter "AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA MAKE IT STOP
MAKE IT STAAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAPPP!!!!"
Gabumon was struck by an idea. «I shouldn't keep all this fun to myself." Gabumon thought.
Aloud he said: «I’ll be right back. Don't go anywhere." Gabumon left the room and dialled a
number on the phone like Matt had taught him. He quietly talked with the person the other
end. When he was done he re-entered the room smiling.

Matt looked at Gabumon suspiciously "Hey, what did you just do?"
Kouji continued to struggle against his bonds
"That's a surprise." Gabumon grinned. "You'll just have to wait and see. So what should I do
to you in the meantime?" Gabumon playfully tapped his claws against the boys’ feet, making
them giggle.
Matt almost shouted at Gabumon while giggling "Y-You hahahaha let us go RIGHT
hahahaha NOW!!!" Kouji struggled to sit up as well "Y-Yeah..."
"No way. This is just too much fun." Gabumon smirked as he started to prod the two
squirming boy’s toes.
Matt and Kouji both giggled anew, clenching their toes hard to keep themselves from
laughing
Gabumon pulled both boys toes back and tickled their arches with his other hand. Their feet
were close together, making this an easy task for the Digimon. Gabumon went faster and
faster as Matt's and Kouji's defences crumbled.
Matt and Kouji both ripped out ticklish screams as their voices slowly intertwine in a duet of
hysterical laughter. Matt's bed was in complete disarray as they both trashed real wild and
pulled on the sheets for leverage, but no amount of foot-pulling and kicking saved them from
Gabumon's claws
Gabumon moved his clawed hands all over the boys’ soles. He kept them in ticklish hysterics,
but was interrupted by a knock at the door. "Be right back." Gabumon said, leaving the room.
Kouji and Matt panted heavily as they watched Gabumon went out the door...then quickly
tried desperately to release each other from captivity
But soon Gabumon re-entered the room with a grinning Tai followed by a confused Agumon
and a bored-looking Gatomon. «So what is this big surprise you talked about, Gabumon?"
The cat Digimon asked.
Gabumon giggled and pointed at the bound teens. Tai went over to Matt and Kouji." Hey
guys. Looks like you’re in a ticklish situation."
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In unison, both boys shouted: "Tai!!! Get us out of here!!!"
Tai nearly fell over laughing at the comical outburst. When he had calmed down he smiled at
them." No. When will I get an opportunity like this again? This is just too good to pass up."
Tai said, wiggling his fingers.
Both boys shook their heads wildly, clenching their toes again as tight as they could
Tai grinned evilly and tickled Matt's heels and insteps until his toes fanned out. He then used
shoelaces to tie his big toes together and gave Matt's feet a playful tickle before repeating the
same procedure with Kouji's feet. When he was done he stood back to admire his handiwork.

Tai then leaned closer and started feeling Matt’s and Kouji's feet individually. Matt's feet
were really soft, almost silky. Kouji's on the other hand were a little rough on the balls and
heels, which meant he was going barefoot a lot. Tai smirked as he looked up at the bound
boys." Ready for some laughs?"
Matt and Kouji defensively shook their heads, their eyes pleading
Tai then picked up another shoelace. He put it between Matt's toes and sawed them back it
forth.
Matt reared his head back, bursting into giggles "Tai hahahahahahaha please hahahahaha it's
been all night!!!!"
"Oh is little Mattie ticklish on his tootsies?" Tai teased, moving the laces to another set of
toes.
Matt shook his head wildly once again, trying to clench his toes to no avail
When Tai was done with his toes he pulled a feather from his pocket and swiped it over Matt's
ticklish soles.
Matt's giggles slowly got louder and louder as he trashed anew "TAI hahahahahaha PPLEASE gyaaahahahahahahahaha!!!!"
Tai stopped tickling Matt and turned to Kouji." Your turn now." Tai grinned from ear to ear as
he advanced on the struggling Kouji.

Kouji braced himself as Tai got nearer and nearer to his feet "Tai...p-please..."
Tai started prodding Kouji's soles with the feather quill, an impish smile on his face.
Kouji instantly bucked upon the quill’s contact, shrill laughter erupting from his mouth
: Tai was a bit surprised at such a strong reaction from a few mere pokes. As a test he glided
the soft feather tip over Kouji's soles, to see his reaction
Kouji was reduced to squirming and giggling, but still begged hard for Tai to stop
Tai tapped his chin with the feather quill, contemplating his options. An evil smile appeared
on his face. «I wonder if your toes are ticklish, Kouji."
Kouji frantically shook his head, while Matt smirked at the sight
Tai slowly moved towards his new target and started tickling, softly running the feather tip
over the undersides of Kouji's bound toes.
Kouji's face contorted in kept-up laughter, his body going rigid "You can't hold it forever."
Tai teased, sawing the feather back and forth between his toes.
When Kouji felt the feather saw in-between his toes, Kouji erupted into loud laughter, his
arms flailing as he trashed about "TAIIIIIHAHAHAHAHAHAHA STOP STOP OH
PLEEEHEHEHEHEHEHEHEHEAAAASE AAAAAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA DDO SOMETHING ON MAHAHAHAHATTTT INSTEAD!!!"
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Matt glared at Kouji and looked worriedly at Tai and Gabumon
"Oh I will, but you're first." Tai continued tickling Kouji's toes with the feather as his free
hand started scratching his soles.
Kouji erupted into more boisterous laughter and was now trashing wilder than ever
"HAHAHAHAHA TAI PLEASE HAHAHAHAHAHA I C-CAN'T TAKE IT
AHAHAHAHAHA ANYYYYMORE!!!!"
The Digimon had watched the whole scene with interest and started whispering among each
other quietly.
Matt noticed this, and decided to warn them beforehand "Tai...Agumon is up to something..."
Tai stopped tickling and looked at his Digimon
«Smart move Matt. But not good enough." Gatomon said, using her Cat's eye attack on Tai to
send him to sleep. While he was unconscious the Digimon tied him to the bed as well.
Matt and Kouji watched as they finished tying Tai up. "Seriously Matt, they're now quite
rebellious!" Kouji said worriedly.
"We only want to have some fun, too." Gatomon said. «And besides: You owe us something.
I mean we fought all those battles for you and stuff. «Gabumon and Agumon nodded their
heads in agreement.
Both Kouji and Matt gulped...a few minutes later, Tai woke up to the sound of the two
laughing hysterically
When he opened his eyes, he couldn't believe what he saw. He recognized Matt and Kouji,
who were laughing their heads off. But what was even more unbelievable was the reason:
There was Argumon and Gabumon, busy tickling the feet of their human friends
«Hey he's awake now." Gatomon yelled to be heard over the two's hysterical laughter. Both
Digimon stopped and looked over at Tai
Tai gulped "Hey! Wh-What's going on???"
All three Digimon gathered around him, smiling evilly. «Well Tai since you are the only one
who hasn't been tickled we’re going to get you REAL good." Gatomon said sweetly.
Tai looked at them rapidly, blinking in disbelief "Th-That's unfair! You just pulled me into
this!!!"
"It's your own fault. You could have just freed Matt and Kouji, but NO. You had to tickle
them." Gatomon replied smartly. «In the digiworld we have a saying: What goes around
comes around. Or you could also say, «let the punishment fit the crime."
Tai looked at Kouji and Matt, seeking for help...it turns out Matt and Kouji are eagerly
awaiting for his punishment instead
Tai really regretted not wearing socks today and since he had taken his shoes off before
entering the house his feet where quite defenceless and vulnerable. But the Digimon didn't
even think about tickling his feet as they jumped onto the bed and started tickling his upper
body mercilessly.
Agumon had pulled his shirt up and Gatomon was using the tips of her tail to tickle Tai's
stomach. The fur on Gatomon's tail was soft and tickly, making Tai giggle helplessly like a
little schoolboy.
Tai squirmed as he giggled non-stop, pulling on the ropes and trying to free himself
"Hahahahahahahahaha NO! STOP THAT Haahahahahahahahaha!!!!"
"Oh what's wrong? Can't you take what you dish out?" Gatomon smirked evilly, dipping her
tail into Tai's belly bottom. «Tell me Tai: How does it feel to be on the receiving end?"
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Tai bucked and sucked his stomach in "HAHAHAHAHA N-NOT THERE GATOMON!!!"
Gatomon stopped. "Get him boys." The feline Digimon ordered. She turned to Kouji, who
was lying next to Tai with Matt on the other side of him. «Let’s see if you're ticklish on your
stomach, too." Gatomon lifted his shirt up and blew a raspberry on Kouji's stomach.
Kouji screamed "NOOOHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA OH STOP PLEASE
STOOOP!!!!"
While Gatomon tormented Kouji's stomach Agumon and Gabumon had dug their claws into
Tai's sides and underarms, making the brunette laugh his head off. Matt watched the others
squirm in ticklish agony and was just glad he was spared.
Kouji and Tai laughed in unison, trashing and shrieking in ticklish torment
Gatomon stopped tickling Kouji and whistled to get the other Digimons attention. Agumon
and Gabumon stopped and looked at Gatomon questioningly. «Time to get their feet." The cat
Digimon exclaimed happily and the other two nodded in agreement. Gabumon and Agumon
took their partners feet while Gatomon went for Kouji's. «Ready?" She asked the three
humans.
The three boys shook their heads and yelled 'NO!!!' all at the same time
Agumon started tickling Tai's soles while Gabumon went for Matt's toes.
The two boys burst out laughing immediately, which made Kouji quite nervous
Gatomon grinned and scraped her claws over Kouji's soles. She mainly focussed on his arches
where Kouji was REAL ticklish.
Kouji screamed, surpassing the other two, and bucked around trashing like mad*
"AAAAAAAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
STOP
NO
STAAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAPPPP!!!!!"
The three Digimon kept this up for a few minutes, smiling as they tormented the boys’ feet
with their claws. When they stopped and Gatomon left the room. She returned with a can of
whipped cream and sprayed the cool substance onto the boys’ feet.
Kouji, Matt and Tai looked at each other "H-Hey...what's that for?"
Gatomon giggled. «Now this will really drive you crazy. I haven't been Myotismon's chief
interrogator for nothing, you know?" She starts licking Kouji's soles with her rough cat
tongue.
Kouji let out an endless torrent of giggles, trashing anew* "SSTOP
THAHAHAHAHAHAHAATTT!!!"
The other Digimon joined in, lapping away at their partners’ feet. Agumon's and Gabumon's
tongue’s been rather big and easily covered the boys' soles.
Matt and Tai mimicked Kouji's trashing and their voices mingled in the air
"HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
PLEAAASE
STOOOP
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
NOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!"
Gatomon's tongue was quite small compared to the tongues of the other digi's. But Gatomon
compensated this with short fast licks. Her tongue had the perfect size to dart between Kouji's
squirming toes and she exploited that to her hearts content.
Kouji had tears in his eyes, and his voice was becoming hoarse from laughing too loud. The
other two were luckier
Gatomon ceased her licking and instead sucked on Kouji's toes, which wasn't as bad as the toe
licking. The other’s continued licking Matt and Tai's soles non-stop, going faster and faster.
Kouji succumbed to silent laughter, as Matt and Tai kicked and shrieked, laughing out louder
than ever
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The Digimon also added their paws to drive the three humans wild with laughter. Kouji got it
the worst as Gatomon's small tongue invaded his toes again and her claws played with his
feet.

Kouji gasped for air desperately, as the tears in his eyes flowed endlessly...Tai and Matt are
now shedding tears as well and nearly going into silent laughter
Gatomon saw that Kouji was close to passing out and tickled even faster and
Kouji released one final scream before his body became limp. Tai and Matt looked at him
with concern while still laughing silently
Gatomon just grinned at the two shocked boys and sat down to watch. She was curious which
of the two would last longer.
Both Gabumon and Agumon got good in tickling that they tried to outdo each other...Tai and
Matt are at the edge of consciousness, their energy slowly fading away
Matt was the next to pass out. As he his torture had been much longer than Tai’s he didn't
have much energy left and passed out before his friend.
"Looks like we have a winner." Gatomon smiled impishly. «And here's your prize." She and
Gabumon joined in licking Tai’s feet. Agumon and Gabumon both went for Tai's soles as
Gatomon was happily licking all around and in-between his toes.
Tai giggled manically before his body spammed, and he passed out as well
The Digimon continued licking his tasty feet for a while before stopping. «That was so much
fun." Agumon exclaimed and Gabumon nodded his head excitedly. «I agree. We definitely
have to do this again." Gatomon said as she pulled the covers over the three unconscious
boys. The blanket was a bit too small and the boys’ bare feet were sticking out. Gatomon gave
each foot a playful prod that made the three boys giggle in their sleep. Each of them had a
large smile on his face as their dreams were filled with the tortured laughter of their Digimon
friends.
The End
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